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NOTICES
When US Government drawings, specifications, or other data
are used for any purpose other than a definitely related
Government procurement operation, the Government thereby
incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever and
the fact "that the Government may have formulated, furnished,
or in any way supplied the said drawings, specifications, or
other data is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise,
as in any manner licensing the holder oz. any other person or
_ corporatlon, or conveying any rights or permission to manu-
facture, use, or sell any patented invention that .nay in any _ '.
way be related thereto.
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' ABSTRACT
A_alltative analysis of six specification, systems for
the procurement of hi&h-rellabillty Components is presented.
Related subject headings in the six systems are compared with
regard to (1) cost, (2) delivery time, and (3) reliability
assurance. Ratings are assigned to each of the subject
. headings on the basis of the relative effect each system has
on these three factors.
In addition, the current Status of procurement speciflc_-
tions for hlgh-reliability devices is appraised. This
appraisal covers some of the more serious problems associated
with current procurement practice. A relatively new concept
(Line Qualification) is presented as a means of alleviating
these problems. , ,__/_
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/I. INTRODUCTION
I.i General C_zents
The basic requirement of ary specification is to provide
a statement of the oper_tlonal cha_.acterlstics a device or
system must possess in order to perform its intended function.
It has been apparent for many years, however, that, in addition
to this basic requirement, a procurement specification should
provide a statement of required reliability.
The reliability requirements for a given part increase
with the complexity of thesystems in which it is used. Many
military equipments have reached such a level of complexity
that the reliability requirements of their various components
merit as much attention as their operational characteristics.
Practically all military procurementspeclflcatlons in use
today reflect an appreciation of this fact; and their effective-
ness in the procurement of reliable parts is steadily improving.
To assure that the stated requirements have been met, the
procurement documenL must specify various tests and inspections
and set forth criteria for acceptance or rejection. Such an_
approach is generally sufficient to assure that the procured
parts possess the required operational characteristics. I{ow-
ever, by itself it is of limited use for assuring reliability.
It is for this reason that in recent years procurement specifi-
cations for military parts have increased the controls over
materials, processes, procedures, and a/minlstration of the
manufacturlng operation. In addition, the testing of parts
ha_ expanded considerably.
f
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The increased scope of the procurement specification,
necessitated by reliability considerations, is resulting in
better, longer-lasting parts. At present, however, _i_ere is
no concerted effort among cons_ners.with high r=ilab iity
requirements to standardize or consolidate their specification
procedures. The application of specialized vesting and pro-
cess specifications to small-lot purchases of high-reliabillty
parts causes severe penalties in cost and delivery schedules.
Standardization could eliminate these penalties. Although
technical problems and other factors frequently make the stand-
ardization of operating characteristics unfeasible, the stand-
ardization of reliability assurance programs -- including testing
and processing -- is not generally subject to such limitation.
1.2 The Line Qualification Concept
The practice of qualifying a manufacturer to produce a
particular part has been commonplace in military specifications
for a number of years. Part qualification generally depends
on standardization of operating characteristics, since such
qualification is based on a particular end-use item. On the
othe.r hand, most specifications utilizing the part-quallflcatlon
concept contain no provisions for the standardization of various
tests and processes. In essence_ this approach attempts to!
force standardization in areas where it is considered unfeaslble
and to omit standardization in areas _here it is practical, in
addition, for any qualification concept to acquire the desired
result, it is necessa_v that a reasonably continuous production
precess be maintained. This implies a continuous demand for a
specific item, if the indivi_ual-p_r_ qualification concept is
to be successful. Tec)molog±_l innovations and economic
factors usually prevent a long and reasonably constant h,_mand
for any specific item. Therefore, as standards or use patterns
change, requallfloation o_ qualiflcatlon for other items is
requlredunder the part qualification concept.
2
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The concept cf ii_.. qualification has the _otential for
ellminating,or at least minlmizing, many of the _ndesirable
aspects o'fpart procurement that are attributable to qualifi-
cation based on specific paint types, It is based on the fact
that most production lines produce a variety of end-use items
that differ only in their operational characteristics. _e
quality and :_I _ _-:+_ of_.. ....j parts fabricated from the same
basic materials and processes are essentially identical. Por
example, a typical transistor production llne may produce a
family of six devices that cover a broad range of forward-
transfer characteristics. Each transistor type in this
family will possess unique operational characteristics suited
to a particular application. -However, the inherent reli-
abilities of all six devices in this family are identical.,
In other cases, minor alterations in a production process make
it feasible to produce thousands of part types all of which
possess unique operating characteristics but are essentially
identical with regard _o quality and reliability. For example,
a production llne that produces integral electronic circuits,
on a standard substrate, &nd has as its _dLy _:rocess variable
the pattern of the deposited intrs.connections, could produce
over lO0,O00 devices which, though operationally unique, would
possess the same reliability.
Line qualification would (_ualify a manufacturer to produce
a class of parts on a single production llne. Current qu_llfi.-
cation procedures and tests, with sllgh_ modlficatiens: _an be
utilized for this Durpose. Limi_ ....on the operational _'_,_racter-
Istlcs would be established in all instances in wh_('.i_there is
a known relationship between the part failure rate :_,_da par-
tlcular operating characteristic. In other instances, limits
would be necessary to provide a reference for quality assurance
testing. Where such limits are established they would oonstltu_e
a "window" at the end of' the production process through which
only the aaceptab].e Daz'ts could pass.
3
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Effective use of the co_,_cpt of line qualific_tlon will
require that the quality decision be made on the p_._s before
n _i established. Therefore,unique operating char_eri_ cs are
the failure criteria for quality assurance testing car,not be _
established on end-use operating paraz]eters. It is, however,
feasible to use the delta-testlng technique, in which failure
criteria are based on a maximum allowable variation for a par-
ticular operating parameter.
Q
An important condition in the concept of line qualification •
is that all _zallty- and rella_ility-assurance testing is p=r-
formed before purchase orders are received. The parts are , /_
stored in controlled storage facilities (bonded warehcases) _
until _subsequent screening is performed to select operational J
characteristics to a particular purchase order. Additional o ,_
i testing may be performed at the time of purchase to assure _
operation of the part in some unique application not cove_ed
L
by the established quality- and reliability-assurance program.
Essentially, this additional testing, whether of an environ-
mental or operational nature, willie in the form of screens. _
Controls are necessary to prevent return to the controlled
storage area of parts that have been degraded by such screens.
ProPerly administered, the line qualification concept will
provide the following advantages over qualification by indlvld-
ual part types:
" (I) The cost of parts will be reduced, since qualifi-
cation costs are amortized over a broad product
base. In addition, the deletion of specialized
testing and process specifications from the areas ---
of manufacturing and quality-assurance testing wouldl
substantially increase the efficiency, o_ these
,L
operations and further reduce:aos_..
f
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(2) Deliverj ti:._:--7.Lbe shortened sic:-,':"_utly.
Under _°_'-, --ich
_,.._ -:_,._:,-_-quaiiflica_lon approacL-
forces ,........_ : ,___'_,,_....."-u_:_"_...._ r..o comply sLmult .... sly
" wlth a large n:_:.ber of specialized testing and
proce_z spe_,_a_,o,._, delivery tlme often exceeds
2
_IX _ '_:'_" -- _v -,,,on ,..,_. _._:l _,ery tL-.'le under the !ine-
quallflca._ion _pproach is expected to be iess than
two week_.
-(3) The p_r_. ma_nufac-_urer will be able to pace his
production '_rocess at a reasonably steady rate --
and let the controlled storage area absorb the
normally ....r-"
_ _c influx of purchase orders. The
degree of production control required to produce
many types of _;arts--- to the requisite reliability
level associated with their particular aDpllcation -.-
Is virtually impossible If the production and
quality-assura_uee processes are not maintained at
a continuous and steady rate.
Any apprcach to hlgh-_.ellabillty procurement specifications
must face the economic -_al_t_e_ of Industry. If manufacturers
are to institute expensive qualification and reliability-
assurance programs, there must exist a sufflclent demand for
th_ parts manufactured under these programs. Llne qualification
permits the manuf_c_ure_ to associate a broad product base with
a given program, thereby increasing his market. Since his
productlon-llne _ud quallty-assurance investment is.not 6_pend-
ent on the market for sgeclflc part types, he is able to
operate at a considerably lower financial risk.
L"
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2. ANAI_SIS P_C3EDUF-_S
T_is analysi_ lhvolved a detailed study of six different
specification systems for the procurement of hlgh-reliabillty
parts Each of _he_e ..... o_o_ems comprises a group of documents.
Four of the systems are capable of describing the require-
ments for all part types. _vo of them are limited to generic
classes of parts.
A system of procurement specifications usually consists
of the following:
(1) General specification
(2) Generic specifications
(.3) Specification sheets.
The general specification contains requirements that
are common to all part _ypes. It usual]_ includes the
reliability and quality-assurance program requirements, and
the general requirements for qualification, da_;a handling,
lot acceptance, and sampling procedures. Requirements associ-
ated with specifi2 parts or classes of parts are not included.
The generlc specifications contain requirements that
are common to a particular generic class of parts, such as
semiconductors, relays, resistors, and other classes. These
specifications elaborate on the requirements of the general
specification tc the extent that these requirements are
applicable to a specific generic class. In addition, the ....--
generic speciflcatio_s list requlrements that are applicable-
only to a specific generic class and are therefore not stated
in the general _pecif!catlon. These y_qulrements may include
test conditions _,_d_ethcds, d_flnitions and abbrevlations,
and envlro_Mnentak Yac_.r_.
7
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rEach generic. ::q.c i.:,_,uti.onis asso,:la_,_....:th as many
specificat.'.on_}.,._-'.__, .,:.creare part types In particular
generic class _'-_• . ,;_,_spcclf_.catlon sheets contai:.-,_quirements
that are conm;on to e particular part type, including test
• sequence and failure criteria for' qualification and lot-
acceptance testins, as well as required operational charac-
terlstlcs.
?
Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical specification
system. A complete procurement specification for a partlcu-
lar part type in such a system would consist of the appro-
prlate generic s_o_ification and specification sheet, and the
general Dpecification. In addition, it is not uncommon for
the general and generic specifications to cite as applicable _
<: documents a variety of additional speclfications that deal
wlth various specialized aspects of production, testing, _-
marking, packaglng, and related processes:. These documents :
ma_ refer to otber documents, which, in turn, give further
,. references -- all of which are part of the procurement con-
tract unless spe_ii_cally excepted In the procurement order, i
contract, or one of the specifications.
There are sF.ecificatlon systems that are concerned only
with a part!clflar class of parts, in such cases the complete
procurement _specification usually ccnsists of a general
specification and a specification sheet -- the generic and
c
.general requlremen_s having been combined into one document, i
Tw_oTfthe .systems involved In the analysis are of thls type. _ !
For purposes of simplification, the analysis described
in this report w_s based on a set of specifications from
_-_-h-of the slx systems bhat describe_ the total" requirements
for a particular pa.._t_ype The part type selected to "
characterize fly, of the specification systems was a sillec_
_ranslstor of the tTpe co._,monlyused In low-power.. :,i.ah-speed
8
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switching circuits. For thc remaining system_ m_c r,art type
was a silicon semiconductor functional block. Thla device
is fabricated in much the same manner as the seleciv _ tran-
. sistortype. The selection of identical or similar part
types was necessary to provide a common basis for comparing
the' test requirements of the six systems.
_^_-_o _ selected to characterize each systemThe spec_._=_ .....
are shown in the following tabulation:
MIL-R-38100QO_System "'
MIL-R-38100A -- Reliability and Quality
Assurance Reouirements for Established
: Reliability Parts, General Specification for _
MIL-S-38103A" Military Specification, Semi-
'conductor Device, Established Reliability,
General Spe_'ification for
MIL-S-38103/508A -- Military Speci_ficatlon Sheet,
Semiconductor Device T_ansistor, PNP, Silicon,
: Switch, Established Reliability <
MIL- S-_195OO System
MIL-S-19500C -- Military Specification, Semi- " _ :
Conductor Devices, General Specification for
= MIL-S--19500/69C -- Military Specification, Tran- t.
• sistors, T_pes2N337 and 2N338
•_MI-L-M-237oo s_stemY _..z=:
MIL-M-23700 -- Military Specification, F_cro-
_ electronic Functional Devices, General Sp'ecifica-
tion for
m
l0
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MiL-M-23700/i -- Military Specifitatlon Sheet,
Microelectronic Functional Device, l_.:_eME1
NPC-200-3 System
NPC-200-3 (National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration) -- Inspection System Provisions for
Suppliers of Space Materials, Parts, Components,
and Se_vlces
85MO161_3 (National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration) -- Screening Specification for Semi-
conductor Device $2N2412
NASA/UTC System "
NASA-_KXXX (Preliminary) -- Electronic Parts for
Aero-Space Systems, General Requirements for
NASA-XXXXX (PreliminarY) -- NASA Specification for •
Semiconductor Devices for Aerospace Systems
NASA-XXXXX/2 (Preliminary) -- NASA Speclficatlon
Sheet, Semiconductor Device, Translstor, Switching,
PNP
Lockheed System
1415116A (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.) -- General
Sl:ieelfication for High Reliability Devices
2
1415259 (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation) -- Generic
Specification for High Reliability Semiconductors
1415239/1-9 (Lockheed Aircraft Corporation)--High
Reliabil_ty Specification, Transistor, Silicon, NPN,
High Speed Switch
"2
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2.1 Analysis Procedure for General Quality _nd
Reliabil_t_r Assurance Requirements
The primary objective of the analysis is to provide a
detailed comparison of the six separate approaches to the
procurement of hlgh-reliabillty parts. It was thus necessary
to evolve a method by which similar or related statements in
each of the specification systems could be readily extracted.
The composite indices shown in Tables 1 and 2 proved to be
the basis of a satisfactory technique for accomplishing this
purpose.
Table 1 is a composite index of the general specifica-
tlon systems. Table 2 is a composite index of the four generic
specifications that are associated with four of the six _
systems. Each of the charts was created by the selection of
the most_detailed specification within the general and generic
groups and the Insertion of the subject headings in a verti-
cal column. The appropriate paragraphnumbers were entered
in anadJacent column_ _
A careful reading of the remaining documents in each
' group made it possible to associate the proper paragraph
numbe_ in each of these documents with the appropriate sub-
Ject heading. In cases where the original outline did not
contain an appropriate subject heading, a heading was added
from one of the remaining documents. The deflnition or con-
cept associated with each heading in the outline was fixed
_ by the specification from which it was extracted.
Care Was taken not to lose the intended meaning of
the paragraph taken out of context. For example, a para-
Z_
graph relating to acceptance testing in one specSfication
; might be identical to a paragraph relating to qualification
testin@i_n another specification.
,i
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I TABLE 1
i CU_ITE I)IDEX OF CUg_C_ HFADI)_G:3 _1 S_X GENIAL SPECZPICATIOIG
Ii Generic -qubJe_t I_catlon by Paragnaph Number In 0enerat SNoifloatlon
Line qubteot l,oadln8 ! .... i[._r i.n.,-SmootLoo_ea .Pc-_oo-3.,SA/WC_L-s-19_0 _U.-23ZoO
Statement of Scope I'L 1.1 1.1 and 1.1 1.1
1.2 J 1.1.1
2 ! li:° 1.2.
1 i 1.2.1.2 1.2.1.2 *
: i 3 Ai_n_ICABLE DOCL_KWT3 2.0 _o 2.2 ;I2.12"0az_ to 2.0 and 2.1 2,0 e_d 2,1
I II Order of Precedence 1.2 I 2.2 ' 3.1 3.1
_ 3IDecl t'l oat:lens T
: [ Preparation for ])silvery 2.1 _.1
IqlL-C-4_62, Calibration _eystme : 2.1
Req_lren_n te
I_L-P-I16, l_e_rvatlon, Methods of 2.1
I M_L-P-5810._, Established Reliability 2,1
Parts, t_e_ar_tlcn for Delivery of
- HIL-P-79_5, Parts and Equipment. '
Aeronautical, P*_paratlon for 2,1
Delivery
WrL-Q-9858, _ality Control Systm 2.1 2.1Requirements
NIL-R-IZ_'5_2 , Reliability l_'o_rNa
Requlroments, kero_pa_e Syeteam, 2,1 2.1
_nbsysl;ms, aM Equipments :
6 8tankards
N311_gD-202+ Tes_ Retho(_s, Ele0- 2.'1 2,1 2.1
tr_nlo C_ponent Par_n _ :
. W_L-STD-706,Power Supply Voltases,
Slaot_o_Ic Equll_nent _,_L
MIL-STD-750, Test _th_8 fOr
Se_lconduo tor Devlces + 2,1 2,1
iqIL-STD-105+ SamPllr_ Procedures ar_
Tabl_- for Ina_o_._o_ by 2.1
Attributes
MIL-STD-17_, Colors for 0odin S 2.1Electronic Parts
KIL-STG-1L_, Marking for 3hll_ent 2.1 2.1
ed_J _torage
HZI,-_X_130, ID _t_rkln_ for U. S.
Oo_nrr_ent P.'_perty 2.1 2.1
MIL-STD-7_6, r_o_,ln_ ;;uqul_ements
Code " 2.1
7 c Otl!er Fubllcatlon_
AlP Force T.O,-O0-_(_, Desl_ of 2.2 -' 2.1
•-- Clean Rooms
H_-I, Federal Supply Code _o_ I14a,nu1"aotm',_- C_talo81r_ ][_Ibook 2.2 I
J
I• 5
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TABLE I (u,,htlnuod) t
I I
Oenerlc :+t+hl++.,t _e._tl,m I)7 l, tLr+u:l+aph Bumber In (;,+'nef'_1 5peelfleatlon '
L_ne • ,....... +_
_' llmil_r +°ubJect HoadJ W
MIL-;(- j_;J(_) /_,ekheed NPC-POO'_ NA+%%/U'Db+ N_L-$- 195OO I_IPN-23700, , , , --
¥811ux*¢ Am, iy_/n _nd Corroc* 3.3.7 ond /4.1 trod 3.h.3 _--.
tire Actlon 3.b.l.iO J*,q._ +
Fal]uPe Rcportln8 I : .3.'{.I. h.1, 3.3.2.54.1.,,and t_.7.5,
3,3.:I.6 and
Falluro Mode Identification 3.3.7.2; 1'.9.2 3.h.3.1 +
and Audit 3.3.7.3 _1_ 6.'(
Failure Analyst, of Parta 3.3.7.h, h.9._ 3.4.3._
• il3. + . +
3.3.7 +_,
3.3.7._ i
Failure Analyain C_p_b£11-
tier and Techniques 3.3.7._
Corrective Action 3.3.8.1 h.l and 3.1£I 3.4.B.3
11.7.9
. Improved Prototype Parts 3.3.8.2
Evaluation of Corx_otlve 3.3.8.3
Action :
Prototype I,n,preved Parts. 3.3.B.4
" Evaluation Testa
Xmpt_ved-Part Approval 3.3.8.5 " :+
• _lpsed Time rot ApprOval 3.3.8.5.1
a.7 to _.5.2._,
• h.7.3.1.4, 3.3.
6,7.3.3.1,3 3.5.2
; Standat_'zed D_:,ment 3.3.9.1 3,10 to 3.3._.3
Poz'ma 3.10.3._,
and
4.8 to 8.2
6_ Appllcatlo_ /_ta .3.h to 3.5,_ to
6.P.2 6.3
- Xnltlal qualifloatlun 3.5.1 h,'(.1
Roqull.ement s
bterlnla nociK end 3.5.1.1 ,._.3,,.5. 3._.1Construe lion
_._.6
?_Pt Yallu_-R_te Level 3.5.1." 4.6._._.I 3.3.2
and 6.2
. + _llfi_tlon _napeetton 3.5.1.2 _._.1 _.3.2.2 9.5 -' _.5 •
l_qul_nt amt _ 9.5_I_4._ 9.5.4,
i1 9.5.5_uallftoatlon-Toat 8ample 3.5.1.5 4.,.2 _.4.1 Jt.5.2 k.3._Pae_, and _.3h._.2
...... t __
-' {
t
r
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'fAilLe.' ; (co;itll.u..J)
_1_ :;_Jbj.-.'t J_.'JJ_on by |.:|l_jj.i.Ji.Jl Humber In (J,,.')...*;J] .;i).:clJ'lcatlvn
_lne 8ubJt,et IIc,dir_L_ r - ........ Y '
Knvi_onme,tlI T_sta for _uult- 3._.l.3 _.ll.i _.3._._
£1catlon
In_tlol Pull_rm _J_o Tents 3._.1-'[ ll.b*l 3.3. _.2
Ret_bllut_nt 0£ V, llure-
ha re-Level Ooal 3.'.'_. 1. G
Q_allfl=atlon Tes_ Lata 3.5.1.8 h.7._' tu
It.'[. _. 1.11.
alld I
Verification o1" _allflca_AonD_L_ 3._.1.9 l|.7.3.1._ 3.3 .'8.1
qualification mlntenan_e _.5._ to , _,._._ ll.b.3
_ _qual lfteitlon 3 • '_• 3.. _i. II. It _. _.
_11ure-_ate A_lnt.tl'a tlon 3.7
l_all_l'e Hate Test Reo01_lll 3.7.2 and _4.(;.1, 3.3._.3
3.7._.1 _.6.2.1, and
,_ ' and 3.3.2.5
. . li,6._.2
Certification of _all_ 3.7.3 4.6.3 3.3.2.1. _ , "_
I_tto Level _, "
i_tlaption of _tta ' 3.'/,5 _t,6.2.3 3.3._.9
. halnltlat%on of Deta 3.7.1i._ _.6.2.1 3;3.2.6
keemmll_lon ,
1_lluro Rat;Q 3.7,6 - . " _ ;.
Oomotion of ¥1tl_t.e Rite
" _,vel 3.7.6.1 3.3._.8 _
fei.tlflestlon to a Lovm, '_-
]_1115_ hate X_I_ 3.'7._.2
(h_uNng or _art _esiC,_ 3.8 3.3._.1o _.3._
ll_mo_nei_yhaqua_mef,ts 3.9 3._
HaMlln_ Aeaembl_i ein_
't_st Pee_autlone 3.10 3.5.2.2
_5 _ 3.8 to 3,5.1 3.73.8.3
_te C_le 3.1_.2 3.8.9 3.5.1.3 3.7.6 3.7.5
52 t_.efxx 3.7.1 3.7.2
46 " hanuflotu:,-e_'l Identlflo_- . 3.12.1 3.8.5. 3.7.7
tloh 3.8.6)and
3.8.8
qualification l_alip_tlnti 3.7.2 .-3.7._
• Oo_nley of Ora&1_ • 3.7.5 3.7,6
T_mlnal Ioentif_eltlon " 3.7.7 _"_3.7.7.1
_3 _ozor co_ 34.3
"-' Nlllte w DellZnltor intt, 3.A2._ 3.7.8 to
RelSsbllt_ ZI_AIOI to';. 3,7. _l.lt
it7 _ l_),,_limtion ,I
Viii| $,1t,1 [ _ ' ,, <+
I_)liiml'4e 3,11, l ik8 3.7, _,.9o . m_.,,_ .)._._ _.7.1._)
r
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T_ 1 (eontlm_ed)
Generlo Sub_ect Loostlon by Psraaraph )l_,ber in Ge_eral 8peetfl"aatlonLine
I_mber Subject Heading .........
• filL-R-38100 T.oekheed !fl_-2OO-3 HASA/3tI_. NZT_S-195OO Nlt_R-23700
Acoelex_tlon Fsotors 3.11 and 3.3,2.T
"1 Pact_ and Matertalp Oeneral 3.5.1,1 3.4 3.4.1
]_qulr_menl_.
12 _m_s Realst_nt Met_rtalo 3.5.1 3.5.1
14 SoZder and Weld.
15 Soldering ¥1ux
16 Tez_lna 1 Insulator
17 Sleevln8 Insulation
PhyB+lcal Condition o£ 3.4.1
14aterlsle : : . :"
: 13 Me_l. 3.5.e .3.5.e = ; e
Unaoeeptable MaterLal I 3.4.2 :
D1ssILtla_ Metals 3.4.3 , -
18 Terminal, and Leads 3.4.4 ?
Llst o1" Materials . 3.4.5 c - "-"
_ _. _olderln8 3.3. l : I '
-_ TePmlnal and Leads 3.3.2 and _ "''_1_
:: Threads + 3.3.3 : __$
"+_ _tandsx'¢Operatln8 Voltsl_es 3J_.3 ' -,_,.+_.
Pault-Locstlon Teat l_ints = _,6+2 _ %
FI%ySloS2 r_enslonn : • 3,6 3.6.1,
44 Vo_manshlp 3.9 _.8.1 "._ .- 5.8
_ _AI.ITY ASBURA)_E _ROVIS_ONS _ ;
: _nsoeatton bY Menu_ctur_l" 4.1.1 _.1.6 2.3 _.3.2 : k.l k;Z
Vitriols of I_spection _.1,6 and _.1,_1 1.5.
_._.L_ "._.7 3._,*._ 3._._.i
.. 5.a._ ,.d "'i
4.3.5
+_ Znapeotlon Co_l_lons . 4.1.2.1 _,10 to _.5.3 _._ _ 4,_ sr_
h.10.2 _,4,1 ; k,k.1
4,4.5
1_oosdvx_ In Case of Test ]_all_r_ 4.1._._ 4.6._.3 3,3.+,9 4.4.2 4.4,_
or Opes'&tol" EITO_ and (_
": 4.7.5.1
_,7.3,1 -- _
53 ¢lsssltiostton o_ Tests 4,1,6 ' _,2 : 4.3,1 &r_ _,3.1 _,_.3, "_"
".7 +
;t,,peetton follewin_ Storasa 3.6.1 _.2 _,_ -
55 _sllfloatlon lns_etton (tests) _._ 4.4.1 4.- _.5.1 4.5 - !
4._.3.1, _._.3 , 4.5.5 "
_._.6,and •
. ,_._.T -
58 8o_snln_ _.3 _ 4.5
£_.e+.-I _ 4.6.2.3 4.7.a._, _+.6.5._._ '+ _+,
• _._.7_ 6.6 * 3,3.2._ .. '
++ 57 q_ullity Aolmr_n_e _nspeotlon _.a @,_.1 _.3,_ 4,_ _+' +
........ ,, + ,_+ j ......
"+ " - o,
•I +' + .
+,+
• +','::
: 3.7 '
, _ , +++++#
i+'.+_,.+,+. '+ --:_ ,: "_++*+++,+'++'+'+'+"'"'+
, ,?+ +++ +
i I i ' '+' + _ + " • +-/-........... +' +++_.+ L++" <+++ ' ,+_++t'+__++ " ++'++'_,"_ +
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TXb,L_ I (_or._.'.r_e4]
_nmrle !;Jr_l _bJect. X_at.Ion by ?lra_llph Iius_t. In GeMPaI _pe_lflcl&ion .N_tber .q_bJilt ileadlnK
I .... I J +
_. 59, Ac,cw_e_Inaz)ectlon (t_mts] ! 3.6 4.§ !3.6 _.6 am4 4..2.1.2 k.6I _.6.2
classl_ea:lon or A_epten++ i _.3.1 4.6
Testa i I
61 Smmlo _.3.2 1;o 11.5.11 3.5 and il.6.1 _.6.2.1.31 ; 6.11 -_
:+ _ k.3.3 I 3._2 4.6.2 to
+.. ; 4.6.7.1.1
+ 8ub_ln_ ot ?am I 4._%4
I m.3.0to _.6.1 a.5.1 er_"
: arovp A Zmq_,otso. I ".3.%;_ I-.6.] .l;
+
aroup b lnsp_lon 4.3.6 4.6.3 to 4.6.2 an4
4.6.$.3 4.6.2.1
• Oroup c _-m_glon 4.3.7 11.6.4 to 11.6.3 to
• ., : 4.6.;+.11 10.6.3.3
: 35, 63 l,lfu ",resttor Aooept_mme 3.T.l, 4.5.3 4.7.7 11.6.5 to 1i.63.8.1.1_ mnd 4.6.5.2.2
6.7. 4.4.1.1. 4.T.2.2
4.4.2
it_rly Sh$1t_nt 4.5 to k.5.3.1 4.T.2.1 4.6.5.2.3
4._.1o2 t.o "-
r..6.5.2._)
t_b,ltt.e,; _,t+ 11.3.8 ".6._ to _.6.6 -_.3.5
4 5 11.6.3.11 _+3,11
,s,,po,._lor a,mple_m,_e.. #.3.9 4.5.._..¢)and 11--';.7
39, (_ ]J_tl_s e..r.E_sdnltlOh. ,Xnlmeo- ! 11.11and "- " 4.8 111.411emil " It.& lind .
_;t I 11.12 4.4.1 11.4.x -
37 Yllmal and ._iC_l_teal Znap_o I k.11.16 and 4.8.1glon r..l] .111
71 _-Ckrommtal _ea++tnlllind 3.5.1o3 _.5 a.-kl _1.2,IV4_tr_mtm 4.5._ 11.6.2, and
-: 6.5
42 Aocllar_tlo_ _ JL.11.1 go
: I1-11.1.11; •3.5.1
26 " l_ess_re 11.11.2and 4.8.2.§
3.5,2 *
33 _uaXdlt_r(No_s_t_,e 4.11.3 _nd 11.8.2.6
3.5.3
i .:,
/dNId /_al_J4;ue !" 11,11,4 to
I 4,11.11.3
• 7 x_m:._tootlon | 4.11.5 to
I _.11.5.2.3 _.
_1.11.6 go
3.5.8 . +
30 IIs_te'tlom 4.11.7 and
3.5.4 11.8.2._
2_ _o_ 11.13.8 and ! 11.8.2.1 "3.5.._
24" 5L'qteq_rttu.-q, 11.11_ and i1.8.2.3 :
3.5.6
_orq_e _ . 4.11.10 to
.+ 4.11.1C.11 . +__
28 _ Vibration J 4.11.11 1;ok.11.11.2_ 11.8.2.2
.- 3.5.7 +to
3.5.7.2
....., , (+_, ._) ,
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f
•rxN_ i (_tz_od)
0er_erle I Sub]eot Loeatlo_ by P_.agr_ph N_b_r In fle_ral SpeoltLcatlon
Lille ! _qub_ect _sdlnS
Dielectric Mlthatandln_ Volts_ J Jl.ll.13
i: _2 Effects of _eolderlr_ and ,Solder_blllLy 4.11.15 :
aco.s_i©l;..+,_.e I 3.5-9 4.8.2.4I
68 P_PA_TI+ FOR_'LIVE_Y t _:o.1_ 3.11 4.7
(_ Fackal_InE & P_ervatlon i 5.1.1 ;.1 t_2 5,1 5ol
Sealln_. I 5.1.2
J '71-79 Packaging got Shipment 3.3.1.10 5-1.3 '
F_terXmP Shlppin_ Contalners j 5.1.4 _
Packasln_ I_vlatlon I 5.1.570 preNrvatlon & Packa_Xn_ ! -,
under Controlled Y_vlrormmnt [_ i 5,1.1
e0 _ I 5.2.:z9
,+,,,.,+• _,;,,._,..t+.,:.I; I .+.2._ !531 +-
H2&h-Rellablllty Xarklnt_ : ' 5.2.3 5.3.2
_n4
5.3.3 ++ :+
z Reservatlo_ 5.3 : ' '
A_(=emeo_ Naz_wal_ i 5.k
Packq_Ln6 Area I 5.5
l_,ta ] 5.6; 6.7:
I to 6.7.3
m 6.o 6.0 6.0 _).0 6.0 -
(30- ULot", DeglltItlon of 6.1 q.5.1.1 3.6 ,_.3._ tO - k.3.2
_ 4.3._.1;
4.5.1.2, ko3,2.1,1
6.3.11 • ,-,
87 l)eflnitlone. _bi_v_&tIo.18, ar_ 6,1, 6.3 to API,I_ZX a 3.3 and 3.4 3.3 end 3.k
Symbols l 6.3.2.2
+ 88 Order1.8 I_a I 6.1 6.1 6.1 . _I
Cbo:_eu Requested by Nanufa_turer I 6:5
• Chsn_el Required by P_ocurln_ Activity [ 6.6 1.682 Intended Use j
83 -qtorage Te_porature
LiFe Degvsdatlon
85 Hs_lllng Precautions
86 Vendor-Nmmfaet_rer JCon fldence /_vel I 6.3 : 6.4
Y_rlterha_,lon_l 3t_ar_i_ation ¢ + I 6,5 _-*_
kSreem.uCs I - "
8.ma_/ of Req.ire_D_ts 6.6
19 ,+
+
+
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mT,_.B;J_ 2
_ZTlg ZJilR,3. OF L'I/I_ECT IW..kDZIIGSIII POURO_;_,.IC ;_P_XFXCATXOMS
Subject L_:atlon by-PeFeSraph _mber In 0enerlc .cpoc_l"lcatlonO
.......... , L, .
OenerLo
;.tna _bJecg Headlni_ _SA/I)SL_ ](FC-200- 3 Loekhee4 14XL-K-38100 "
Nunber
........... t ..
1 _._OP_ 1.1 1.1 1.1 and 1.2 1.1
2 Clos_lif_,catlon 1.2 to 1.1 6.3.9.1 1.2 _o
1._.1.3 1.2.1.5
3 APFLICAULE i)0CI/N_'f3 2.O end 2.1 2.0 and 2.1 2.0 8._t 2,12.1
4 Order of P_cedenee 3.6 I 2.2 3.;_
NASAXXYJ_, hrts for Aez_sl_Ge b'Tot4_s,
Oeneral Requirements s • 2.1
JikCAX_, Xtem Specification _ 2.1 _ !
. . NIL-S-19491, 3elt¢onductor Davlcea,
Frer_tlon tor DelLver7 or I 2.1 j
NIL-A-I_I, kl_mlml Foil i 2.2 [ *
I(lL-F-22191, PIlls. Yrensparont, i
lrlexlble, etc. 2.1
II]U_S-19_OGC,, _mtconduet_r Devloes, I
: Ge._ral .qpeett'le&tloel for , ! 2.X 2.1 2.1
8_1401(_O, Radlo_ep_e Zr_paetAon I
of Kleotronlc Perge | i 2.1 2.1 2.1
6 _ t I
"NIIrSTD-21_. Teog Nst_x_s for IrLeo- !
tr_y_t c hi_.tl 2.1!
I_U,-S?D-750, _ss_ Net_ds tot :h._L-
._on_cto_.s 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
7 _;her Pub_ l;at Ions
a_q,;x,,x, et_. _ 2.;
PpP-_--._66, ]_Jo_ee_FOldlrq_ l_pez-
board 2.1 ]
PPP-]_-601, _oxe_, Wood Cleated
Ply'_ood • .1 •
p¥1_.]15-_, Poxes 1, Fiber Doa_! I 2.1
_PP-]_-665, Boxes, l_p_x_oard Metal
3t_yed, et¢o 2.1 I
PPP-B-.676, Boxes, Set-up Yaperboard 2.1 [
PPP-C..8_3, CushionlhS _sterlsl_
Gel luloslc ] 2. l _ ,_
1_1281_ X-l_y Inll_ICt, lon of 8e_t-
eend_ctot Devices 2.1 '_
lJ;1_59/0, Index go Item 5peoafAeation I 2.1 "
11,1_116, 0eneral Sp_o_L£1¢at,lo_ for IPAgh-Rollablll_y Devloe8 . 2.1 2.1"
III_.-200-3,lnspeatlon _fet_a Prov_-
S/Ohm for _upplleru, eta. 2.1
_I)-_-2_6, _IA-I/_IA Bta_darde For
_olor _odln_ 8emleondugtor /_vlees 2.2
.o
8, oma.'_r. R_UIP._. 3.6 _._ 3._
9 _t_ll 15sq_lr_ngs 3.'- 3.1 3._
lO *I Deml_n and _onstr_tAon 3.1.1 to 3._ :_.3 and 3.5 and
3._._ " 3.3.5 3.5,1
1:_ _s Resletance 3,4.1 3._
15 • So;4erlnli /'lux 3._.6
- ,,, I
• F_0h gener_ _peolfloatlon £s ld_m_:Lt"lea, tr. _ts_ab_e by _he rdmm oF the _q)oalPlo.At,_on 8ylt_ of vhioh It 1o 8 l)et'l_.| , H ,, n, sc-_, ,n .. ..
.... , ..... (e0nt/_l) _ •
20
.-.
r_.+- (' , J -
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q'_ 2 (Contlnueo)
5abject Locatlon by Paragraph H_,ber !r_ _nerlo npoclrlcutlon
Oe.orl¢ -
Line _bJect He_ln8 IL_'/OTC MFC-200- 3 Lockheed IG_- R-_IO0
N_m|.cr
1_, Ter_t ruiI lh_ulotor 3.4.7
17 $1eevln 8 Insulation _.4.2
15 Termlnala and L_da 3.q.2 3._.5, 3,5.3,
and 3.10.2.2
)9 Scmlconduc to - I_terlal 3.5.2
20 JDeetrleal Ch_rocterla:lce 3.10 3.3 3.6 t_ J.7 3.7 to 3.8.34
_1 _vl1-_r_eutal Re_t_.mento a,d Test_ 3.11 and 3._, 3.7, _ 3. I_
' " 4.6.1 and 4.11
22 Acceleration _.5.a and _ _.'".13 and
23 _qnoek _.5.5, 3.7._, 3.6.19 and
q.ll.U, and 3.6.20;
J_.11.2.2 4._.19 and t
4.4.20
24 5_-_peri_re 3.4.6 tO 3.6.B, 6.2.2j
q.11.9 _.4.8.2;
4.4.22 and
4.6.17
2.5
26 PeeammPe 3.7.9,
_ 4.11.2, and
: -- q.11.L_
27 I Sr_l (Preanre) 3,7.7, 3.6.1_;I 4.II.5, and _._.12 to
41.11.25 _.4.12.4
28 Ylb_t.lon _.5.90 3.7./_, I _h.b,.lll to '
_.11.]1..nd 4.b,. lll.:_; +
_.II.II.3 :_;6.1h to _•
3.6.17; sad
_:._.15 to
+ = _._.17
_9 Terml_al lad/or Lead 8trenl_th 4.11.4 and _._.6 to
;I.11.10 3.6.7;
• 4._.6 and
4._.7
30 fiadlatlon •/_.11.7
31 Pun_._ 3.6.2.q to|1.4.2.J_
_2 Soldarln8 8nd_or Maldln8 3.9 3. T.5 and 3.6./:, _.6.23,
_.11.15 3.6.:'5. _.t.4,
_. _;. :.;:%and +_
33 I_lota_m, ilumldltT, and Dew _Otnt 3.7.2, 3.fi.9 ar_
1,.II.P.O,and 4.4-9
_._1,3
3_ C_eoslon (-qalt kgmoapheN) 3.4 3.7.1 and 3.6.15 and =
, q.11.6 4.11.18
35 Llfe 4,11.19, 3.6.10 to
_.11,21, and 3,_.11.1;
4.11._6 4.4.10 _o
4.4.11.1
3b Examlna¢IoJ_
37 Vlmaal and Mechanical Examinations t_.lO.1 and 3.7.6 and 3.6.1,
4.10.2 _.11.14 +4.2.3, a_l
_.4.1
_8 X-Ray gxu_natlon £1.10.5 : 3.7.8 and ".6.2 to4.11.16 _.4.2 :
39 moo,+,..,+mma'+,a,..,a.nd +,,.,., +.+_0..d +,tO:_.,,,, 3.6_o3.6.:+, _:_]_ ..+._+4 6.344._.1 4.10._; _..11.12,
_,1_.8 -J3, -.18+
40 _u,llflc_glon 3.6 3,1 -._. -.2_._ .- 3,_
4] _::'e_nln8 3.7
4o Lot ac©aptanee 3.8 _:
43 I_llabll lty 3.9 .+
J_4 Nork_an_hlp 3, 9 _. 11 -
(_,,_n._)
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,TA_Z_ 2 (Cont, lnued)
Subject L_catlon by Pall _ph Nu_ber In Gu_.'rle $poolrl¢atlon
OeMrlo I
Llno SubJoog Hesdlng I(A_A/G'_C j I;PC-2OO-3 Lockheed K][_-R-38100
thwber I
• L
45 J_rklng 3.5 3.8 3.8 end 3.10
3.8.13
1,6 Namafact_rer' i IdontlfLcltlon 3.5 3.8.1 3.10.4
47 _pe oesxSnatlo_ 3.8.0 3.10.5
118 Serialization 3.8.3
49 r_t,e Code 3.8.4 3.10.3 L
50 Ittnlmm Ilarktng 3._J.9 end %10
3._.10
.51 Pollrl ty 3.8.11 on4 3.10.2
3.8.12
Fx.oflx 3.1o.1
.53 Color Cod L_ 3.10.5.1
QIIkLITY jl3SUiPJI_ PROVISI(MI_ 4.1 to 4.41 4.0 and I1.1 4.0 and 41.2 m.
4.7
55 . (_ImllFlectlon ][nape¢tloll 4.1.1.1 _.8 tO -I 4.4.14.8.3
_mplee For Qualtt"lea¢lon ii.l.l.O 4,8.1 snd 4.4.2
6.2
57 Znepeetlo, P_u_lne 4.1o2 11.8.2 h.4.7
58 8ore_mleqg _itl am1 _s;octlon 11.2 11.3
_ot AeoeDtanee Teltlm[ end InlDec- 4.3 to 4.9 to 4.5, 11.5.2, _.1.1
_n 4.3.2 4.9.1 _nd _.5.5 go +"
: 4.5.8
60 Lot D_flnlt 1o_ 4.3.1 " h.5.1 _.1.1
61 Selection of _ple8 th4 ;1.3.3 to 4.2, 11.5.2, _.1;1
_mple 31ze 4._.3o _ and 4.5."t ;
62 ]k)t Acceptability 11.3.11
63 +. 14re Test_ 4.4.1 4.6 to 4.6.2.3;
4.5.3 amt
_.5.3._
5611 _1; Doca_ntatlon and Qerlen_- _. gO 4.7 gO
; ¢1o, of' ADll©at4on Dit_ : 4.6.3 4.8.3
65 _ 4.9 and 1t.2 to 4,2.2
_.10
Tesg gqul_aen_ C_llbratlon _.10.4 and 4.3
4._o.5
6_ l_vlatlon _ Test llk3tJtod _,12
66 Iq_PARATIOM l_n _ 5.0 5.o 5.0 5.o
69 _ese_v_tlon & _ackaglng 5.1 5.1
70 _exr_atlon 5• 1.1 5.1
71 _¢kagl_g 5,1.2 5,2
74 Chlpbo_ed .. 5.1.2._
T3 Flas_Lo Bllster 5.1.2.2 "
: T4 _lt, lnK l_ovlsloml 5.1.2.3 +.
"- 75 Ramo_ml $_._1p 5 _nd 5.1
76 eaeoCel_al _teldl/ql 5.1.2.4
77 ZnY,ermo(Ue I;e Oont_ 1net 5.2
78 Packlr_ 5.3
79 Llvol_ ca"; "B", "0" 5.3.1 I;o
5.3.3
80 _rx_.g 5.4 5._
81 -lW1'g,S 6.0 6._;
6.5 _o 6.7
82 lnt_n_l- Uu 6.1 6.1
83 • ,_t,or_le 't'mpe_r_tmee 6.2 - "
85 llandl _ng IPPe_utaons 6.4
Vermor-Msn_tsoter_r 6.5 "
_7 i_flnl_onu, kbbPe_la_to_, a_mbols 3._ r.o 3.6 6.3, 6.3.9,
3.3 aa_ 6.3.o3
-, O_ler_ns _ _+ 6._ 6.2
_llfleltlon Coil; 6.1
ij ii i ii , I , , .......
_ /,+ + +
22 +
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T_e general and get,eric indices were developed
independently, primarily as a matter of convenience. How-
ever, before comparison of the six systems could be made, it
was necessary to develop a means of merging the two indices,
for the following reasons:
(1) Most current specification systems generally fol-
low an outline form that has been recommended by
the Department of Defense* and endorsed by the Elec-
tronic Industries Association. However, there are
significant departuresfrom standard procedure in
all specification systems. Theemost important
departure, with regard to the intended function
of the composite indices, is that requirements
contained in the general document of one system
may be contained in the generic document of another,
and vice versa.
(2) Many of the generic requirements are elaborations
on statements made in the general document. In
some cases, a general requirement is meaningless
without the associated generic requirement, and
vice versa.
(3) Two of the six systems involved in the ahalysis
are two-document systems (MIL-S-19500 and -
MIL-M-23700). Their total requirements above the
specificatlon-sheet level (requirements that are
contained in the general and generic docu_ments in j
three-document systems) are all contained in a
* Department of Defense -- Proposed Outline of Form and
Instructions for the Preparation of Design and Procure- i
ment Documentatlon for Military Components, 1958. !
.
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single specification. These two systems are
referenced in the general composite index and,
unless the general and generic indices (Tables 1
and 2) are merged, it is impossible to compare their
generic requirements with those of the three-
document systems. The same situation would exist
if these two Systems were referenced in the generic •
index. In this case, it would be impossible to com-
pare thelr general requirements with those of the
three-document systems.
A convenient method of merging the two indices was to
number the generic subject headings in arithmetic sequence.
The numbers appear in Table 2 in the first column; they are
called "generic line numbers". Subsequently, the appropriate
llne number was entered in :the first column of the general
index (Table 1). For subject headlncs in the general index
to which no generic information is applicable, the "Generic
c
Line Number" column is blank. For subJec_ headings in the
generic index Co _hlch no general information is applicable,
the generic subject headlngand llne number are inserted at
the appropriate place according to the context of the general
index, and the space for gefleral-document paragraph numbers
is left blank.
All paragraphs (in all six systems) that contain related
requirements can be extracted in their proper context if one
: reads horizontally across the general composite index, Table l.
If a number appears in the "Generic Line Number" column, it is
• necessary to turn to the generic index (Table 2), locate the
J
referenced llne number; and note ail p_ragraph numbers on _hi8
llne.
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In both indicez, one paragraph number is frequently
associated with several subject headings. This association
occurs when a paragraph in a particular documcnt contains
information that is pertinent to more than one subject
heading in one of the composite indices. When such multiple
requirements are found in a paragraph, it is necessary to
extract only those which are pertinent to the subject heading
under consideration. This generally does not present a
serious problem if the scope of the subject heading is w_ll
understood.
As an analytical aid, it was found convenient to arrange
the paragraphs on large charts in their proper order accord-
ing to the composite indices. By reading horizontally across
these charts, one could make a raPid comparison of the
requirements relating to a given subject for all six systems..
As pointed out previously, the sole function of specl-
fication sheets in the majority of systems is to state the
type of tests, the test sequcnce, and the pass-fail criteria.
i
Of the six systems analyzed, only one does otherwise. In
this case [.85MO1643(NASA).] the generic requirements are con-
tained in the specification sheet. These requirements were
extracted and entered in the generic composite index.
2.2 Analysis Procedure for Test Requirements
/
The specialized test requirements associated with speci-
fication systems strongly influence the cost and delivery
time of parts. Delivery time, which Is-often several months
for certain part types, is almost exclusively determined by
test requirements. Test cost is frequently several times the
basic cost of a device. Both of these factors "are affected
directly and indirectly by test requirements. A significant
portion of the delivery time consists of test equipment
6
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scheduling and administrative delays (analysis of
specifications, issuance of special instructions, data re-
cording, conferences with purchaser for clarification, etc.).
Part cost is affected significantly if the manufacturer is
required to pre-screen his product rigorously in order to
assure that it will not be rejected during lot-acceptance
testing.
Lot-acceptance testing by sampling techniques provides
an estimate of the quality _nd reilability level of a lot.
However, the degree of confidence associated with the estl-
mate varies radically depending on the degree of testing and
type of sampling performed.
For these reasons, test requirements were given special
attention. The flow charts in the appendix to this report
indicate the types of tests, testing sequence, and sampling
plans associated With the six specification systems. Although
the test requirements called out by various specification
sheets within a generic class of a particular system may
vary; the speciflcation sheets selected to characterize the
six systems are thought to be typical of the majority of speci-
fication sheets In each of the systems. It is signlficant to
note again that all the charts except one describe the test
requirements for a silicon hlgh-speed, low-power switching
transistor. It is reasonable to assume that in the majority
of instances, the application and environment to which any
of these five devices is subjected will be essentially the
same.
Tables 3 and 4 were developed from Informatlon extracted
from the appendix flowcharts for the purpose ofsummarlzlng
significant points.
i
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TABLE3
ELECTRiCAL-MEASUREMENTAND LIFE-TEST.
REQUIREMENTSFOR QUALIFICATIONAND
ACCEPTANCETESTIN_
i fill , i • i ,i ,if / ,i fill |
' i' Minimum
Specification I Number Life '.
System 1 of TestMeasurements Hours7 7 -- , IIL _ . , i |i
Qualification Testing
M: 3r I ..... ..........MIL- O0 1,988 1,O00
' MI>_-3Sloo." ! a,2So l,ooo
- MIL-S-19500 ' g,780 I,000
NPC-200-3 5,896 2,000 :
•NASA/UTC 8,865 _-j000
' Lockheed I0,841 2,000
Acceptance Testing -. '
. MIL-S-19500 'i 528 l,000 ,.
MIL-M-23700 l,241 l,000
MIL- R-38!O0 8,2 92 l,000
NAS.ApJTC ll, 989 2,0oo ,,
Lockheed 12 _203 i,000
m_o-zoo-3 .-3i,ooo z4o
/
/
,,. 27 . ..:
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?ABLE
COMPOSITE,INDEX OF TEST REQUIR.._ENTSFROM SIX
SPECIFICATION SHEETS
LTPD_ and Screening Requirement_
for Quallf_ca_ion (Q) and Acceptance (A) Testing
Type of Test MIL-R- MIL-M- MIL-S- I
i_ 38100 23700 19500 Loc_L%e_d{ NASA/V_C NPC-200-3
.... Q i A Q A Q A Q A I Q A Q A
Operational Charaoterlstics 2 S/2 3 5 S i0 1 4 5 5 S S
Operating Life IO 4 15 20 8 IO 6 i0 i0 3 8
Storage Life 12 15 20 8 I0 6 4
Visual 2 15 20 S 8 1 4 8/2 S S
Physical Dimensions 15 20 II 20 5
Klgh-Temperature Stabilization 2 S S S S S
Temperature Cycling 12 I0 15 20 Ii 20 S S 5 24 S
_n,-In 2 S I , S S S S S S
Thermal Shock 15 20 L 15 i0
High-Temperature Operation ii 20
I
Low-Temperature Operatlon 11 1 20
.,i
Soldering Heat ; 18 15 20 ! o
Vibration (Condtant) i 15 20 ii 20 5, i0 5 5L
Vibration (Vamla_le) I 2 S 15 20 II 20 _-- 10 5 2_
Vibration (Random) . I 18 8/5 I0
Acceleration i 18 15 20 ii _0 5 S/10 S/5 S 2_ S
Shock 18 15 20 ii i 20 5 i0 S/5 S/5 24 S
Moletur_ Resistance 12 i0 15 20 ii i 20 15 I0 5 5
I
Salt AtmosphePe i 18 11 20 15 _ I0 5
Dew Point [ 15
Lead Fati_e i25 20 15 20 ii 20 15 I0 . 5 _4
I , i
Hermetic Seal , 2 S. S/15 S/IO 8/2 S S/24 S
Radiation _ 5
, x-Pay { - s s s/2 s s
,, _ SoldeP&_illty 20 11 20 15 I0 "5 2g
_ Inte_ttent Ope_at ion { 6
_ * Lot TolerAdoa Percent Defective
_ NOTES| (1) .Nu@.bers_epresent LTPD's and indicate that sampli_ plan is used,
-_, , (2) "8" indi@ates that the enti_e Io_ is screened, •
_.' _- (3) "8" followe_ by a number (e.g,, S/_) indicates tha_ in addition to the |@_enln_,
_: . : sampling is su_sequentl_ pexformcd. The number is bhe LTPD, -' - _ • .
._ (_} E_oh._pee!f_eatlon shee_ is Id0nt'Ifiedin this table by the name of the "
,,
__,_ - • • " -- .III I i i i i i illl l II II Ill fill I { II .... ii iil ill _ i ii
' 28
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Table 3 indicates the n_mber of electrical measurement_z .
and life-test hours requircd for qualification and acceptance
testing. The electrical measurements for qualification are
based on the lowest tel!ability level all_,wable (typically,
l< per 1000 hours). Acceptance measurem,_nts are based on a
lot size of 1000 units.
Electrical measurements add significantly to test costs.
On a unit basis, the average cost of an electrical measure-
ment, which includes _ndividual handling and data recording,
can be many times that of an environmental test, which is
usually performed on bulk quantities of parts. The time
required to conduct life tests represents the theoretical
minimum delivery time and the minimum time required for
qualification. However, for special test requirements these _ •
minimums are frequently exceeded by weeks or months, because -- :
of administrative delays, test equipment unavailability, and _
other delaying factors. <
Table 4 is a composite tabulation of all the tests
contained in the six specification sheets. From this chart,
it can be determined whether or not a particular test is - ---
specified, and what the Lot-Tolerance Percent Defective 7 ,.
(LTPD) number is. The letter "S" indicates that the entire
qualification inspection lot or procurement lot is te3ted.-
A bla: space indicates that the specification sheet does <
not require that the test be performed. This information _ _
may be uzed to indicate the relative effectiveness of a
specification shee_s test requirements in assuring lot
quality and reliability. The accuracy of such an analysis _
depends on the degree to which the following assumptions a_e , _
valid:
l
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(1) The test condltlorz specified for similar test
requirements in each of the six specification
sheets are reasonably identical.
This assumption is based on the fact that all
environmental tests in all six specification sleets
refer to MIL-STD-750, Test Methods for Semiconductor
|
Devices. Variations in stress levels where such
levels are called out by the specification sheet
were head to be negligible. The applied voltages
and current levels specified for the measurement
of operating characteristics (electrical parameters)"
vat, among specifications as well as among specific
measurements. In each case, however, the conditions
are typical of those the device would see in nor-
mal servlce. In addition, these ccndltlons do not
represent stress levels upon which anY differentia-
tion between the specifications can be based. It
_ is concluded, therefore, that the first assumption
is sufficiently true for the purposes of_thls
u
analysis.
(2) The pass-fall criteria specified for a particular
test requlrementconta±._d in two or more of the,
Six_speclflcation sheets differ onlF with regard
to differences in functional design between
related parts. Example: Differences in maximum
allowable .Junction capacity between transistor
types is immaterial to the analysis If the differ-
ence is, in fact, attributable to.dlfferences
injunction area as imposed by the device designers.
' This assumption is considerably more difficult to
_ustl_y. With few exceptions (visual lnspectlon_
physical dimensions, lead fati_ae, solderabillty),
L
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the pass-fail criteria are based on electrical
measurements (end-point tests). The problem pri-
marily concerns the nu_oer of electrical measure-
ments made and the procedure used in making them,
!
both of which elements vary considerably from one
specification to the next. A detailed examination
of the end-p01nt tests indicated that variations
in maximum or minimum limits among specifications
for specific tests are negligible. Existing dif-
ferences are attributable mostly to functional
design.
The number of electrical measurements required for envl-
ronmental end-point tests vary from two to fourteen between _
the six specifications. For llfe-test end points, the varla- i
tion is from two to six measurements. It is reasonable to
assume, however, that two measurements properly selected can
be as effective as fourteen in detecting a failure attrlbut-L
able to any of the environmental or llfe-test condltionscon-
o
tained in these specifications. The specifications requiring
only two measurements specify Collector Cutoff current (ICBO)
and Static Forward-Current Transfer Ratio (hFE). For the
x
purpose of this analysis, these two measurements are held to
be adequate, although additional measurements may be quite
useful for speclflc applications. "
., L
Although all the spegificatlons utilize attributes
(go-no-go) testing, three of the six specifications specify
a maximum allowable variation (delta _esting) onselected
measurements, in addition to specified maximum-minimum limits.
Where Such additional criteria occur, i% becomes exceedingly
difficult to appraise the severity of the pass-fail criteria.
When delta testing is imposed, it b_comes possible to detect
31 :
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devices that are unstable to the point of being judged
defective. Obviously, the pass-fall criteria increase in
severity as the allowed variation is reduced. The effect of
this increase in the severity of the criteria is impossible
to appraise. Of the three specifications that incorporate
delta testing in addition to maximum-minimum limits, one
specification does so with regard to one out of three life-
test end points; another does so wlth regard to three out ..-"
of five life-test end points; and the remaining specification
does so with regard to two out of two life-test end points. =
The latter specification also utilizes the delta procedure for
a limited number of qualification and acceptance environmental-
tests.
The assumption that the failure criteria are sufficiently
equal for the purposes of this analysis is exceptionally good
for the environmental tests since only a limited number of
, the environmental tests from one of the six speciflcatlons
are affected by the delta testingprocedure. The assumption
is less valid when:applled to llfe tests, but it is considered
sufficiently valid for purposes of the analysis. _
Table 5 numerically rates the relative-effectiveness of
the test requirements called out in the sixspeclflcation
sheets with regard.to the ability Of each to assure a given "
level-of quality and reliability. The ratings are based on
theLTPD numbers stipulated in the specification sheets
for the tests shown in Table 4. These tests were divided
i i_to three groups: (I) tests to assure that the devices
_, possess the desired operational characterlstlcs, (2) life
tests, and (3) environmental tests. "
_ The number of operational characteristicsspecifiedln
the six specification sheets ranged from eight to fourteen.
Z_ la ae_ume4 'e_a_ _he nu_BO_ Qf 0h_aQ_Q_lu_las spe_£_O_
' _ 32
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TABLE 5
RELATIVE-EFFECTIVEhUESS RATINGS OF TEST REQUIR_--WLENTS
IN SIX SPECIFICATION SHEETS
Test Requirement
Specification OperatingSheet Environmental Life •Total
Tests Characteristics
Tests Tests Testing
Quallfic_ _ion Test Rating
Lockheed 72 i00 93 265 _
NASA/UTC 66 96 93 255
MIL-S-19500 60 i00 93 253
MIL-R-38100 51 i00 90 2_i
MIL-M-23700 48 96 81_ 228 :
NPC-200-3 89 I00 45 184
. ._ f
Acceptance Test Rating
. ., ,, , , ....
MIL-S-19500 _ 63 9O , 90 243
_IL-M-23700 51 96 81 228 _
Lockheed 75 96 45 216
NPC-200-3 39 lO0 51 190
MIL-R-38100 36 i00 48 184 _
NASA/UTC 39 96 48 183
, ., ,=
NOTES: (i) Best possible rating is 100 for particular test;
•300 for total testing•
(2) Each speclficatlon sheet is identified in this table
- by the name of the _speclficatlon system of which it
is a part.
• C
J
I !
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was immaterial and that all the specifications specified a
sufficient number of characteristics adequately to describe
the devices in relation to their application.
The rating listed in the "Operating Characteristics
Tests" column of Table 5 is based solely on the LTPD stipu-
lated for the "Operational Characteristics" test in Table 4.
The rating listed in the "Life Tests" cclum_, of Table 5
is based on the average of the LTPD numbers stipulated for
"Operating Life" and ."Storage Life" in Table 4.
The rating listed in the "EnvironmentalTests" column
of Table 5 is based on the average of the LTPD numbers stipu-.
lated for environmental tests ('_isual"through "Intermittent
Operation" in Table 4).
i
All ratings shown in Table 5 are based on the relation-
:ship of lO0 minus the LTPD or average LTPD. As the LTPD or
average LTPD approaches 100, the associated rating in Table
- .
_': • approaches zero.
i In cases where a particular test was not specified, an
LTPD of 100 was assigned. If the specification stipulated
a 100% screen for An acceptance lot, an LTPD of zero was
assigned.
Qualification tests were rated somewhat differently ...... _I
With the exception of the visual examination and op_rational-
characteristics t_sts, a screen was considered to be equlva-
. _lent to an Unspecified test, and was assigned an LTPD of i00.
i If the screen was followed or preceded by a sampling plan,
i th_ LTPD of the sampling plan was used. This procedure was
based on the fact that screening tests provide negligible
information regarding a manufacturer's fitness for qualifiea-.
_le_ app_eval, _n _h_ _a_ _ _h_ v_sua! _amlna_ie_ a_.
34
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operational characteristics tests, this linlit_tion does not
apply. These tests and examinations assure that the devices
on which qualification testing is being performed are, in
fact, the devices for which qualification is being sought.
For both qualification and acceptance testing, a few of
the tests were considered to be equivalent_ in such cases the
LTPD of the equivalent test was used if its counterpart was
unspecified. Tests considered to be equivalent are as
follows:
(I) Operating Life, equivalent to Burn-ln at the same
power level and ambient temperature,
(2) Storage Life, equivalent to High Temperature Stabi-
lization at thesame temperature,
(3) Thermal Shock, equivalent to Te_@erature Cycling
between the same temperature extremes.
In addition, if the specified time for Burn-ln exceeded
200 hours and a maximum allowable variation was imposed on
the measured parameters, the Burn-In was considered equivalent
to an Operating Life Test.
35
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3. ANALYSIS RESULTS
The six specification systems listed in Section 2 are
compared in this section with regard to the manner in which
they affect the cost, delivery time, and reliability of the
devices procured under them.
3.i Rating Chart
The results of the comparative analysis are shown in the
rating chart, Table 6. This chart consists of selected sub-
ject headings from the general composite index3 with a rela- _
- tlve rating assigned to each of the systems for each of the
" selected headings. Headings for paragraphs that contain only
descriptive statements and instructions are ._0t included in
the rating chart. A subject headi_ in the general composite
index must relate to a specific r_quiremenb or elaborate on
the extent of a previously state, requiremen _ in order to be
_ncluded in the rating chart. 2re a particular system
provides no requirement or infoE.,ation pertinent to a given
t
heading, no rating is assigned. In gen_=_.=, the ratings vary
from 1 to 6. The ratings differ when, in the opinion of
ARINC Research Corporation, a significant difference exists
between two or more of the specification systems. Theratlng
system makes no distinction as to the degree of difference
that may exist. However, where radical differences are
evident, an appraisal of such differences is given in the
rating commentary, Section 3.2.
J
A separate rating is assigned to as many of the three
factors (cost, delivery time, and reliability) as are affected
by a particular subject heading.
I
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In general, a numerically lower rating is indicative
of lower cost, shorter delivery time, and greater reliability
assurance. Numerically identical ratings indicate that no
significant difference exists between specification systems
so rated.
°
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TABLE 6
BZLIABILIS_I, COST, AND DELIVERY TIME _',TINGS OF SIX
SPECIFICATION SYSTEMS ACCORDING TO S5_r_JECTHEADI::'S
Speclflcatlon System Ratings**
Line Subject Heading Rated _ I
 b r F o o ,PC-i ,ZL.S.ZL-.-
l 38100 l,eed 200-3 i U_C" { 195')0 23700
,, ,, ,_ , ,,,,,,
- 1 Reliability Assurance Plan i R I 2 4 ! 3 5 5
c 5 4 2 I 3 1 1
2 Reliability Level R I 2 I
Classification
3 Reliability Assurance Plan R 1 2 _ { 3
Documen_atlon C 4 3 1 i 2
/4 Organizatlonal Structure t R i i i 1
C 1 I -1
5 T_ainlng Program R 1 1 i 1
C 1 1 i I
• 6 Description of Productlon - R I 3 2 _ 2 •
Processes and Controls C S I 2 2
7 Proprietary Processes and R i I i
Procedures C i I i
8 Procurement, Production, and R i 2 , 3 2
Control Documents C 3 - 2 ', I 2
9 Documentation Responsibility R , I 2
C _ 2 1 '.
c _ i0 Availability and Review of R I 2
Documentation
II Yield R I 2 -:-
C 1
12 Manufacturers' Facilities R ! 2 c 2 2 3 3
C 3 2 _ 2 2 1 2
13 Quality Control Requirements R 3 - i 2 i
C l 3" 2 3
14 Control of Nonconforming Par_s R I I I i I
and Material C I i I i 1
i
15 Calibration of Test Equipment R i 2 3 3 3 3
C 3 2 i i i -i
: i
16 Failure Analys_s and Corrective R I 3 h.. ! 2
Action C ;4 2 1 i 3
W 17 Failure Reporting R i 2 2 i 2
C 2 I 1 i I
18 Failure M°de Identification R i 2 2 i
and Audit C 2 I I :i 2
.._ 19. Failure Analysls of Discrepant R i i 1 i
Part C i i ! 1 I
• I
20 Failure Analysis Capabilities R I
and Teohnlquss C I
-" 21 Correct i_ve Action R i I 2 i
C 2 2 I 2 "
J, , ,, .... , ,, ,, i
• R - Reliability; C = Cost; T - Delivery Tlmo.
•* See Section 3.1 of text /or ratln_ explanation.
• (eou_Inusd)
_-_'_._",_,._,.A, ,"._,,:, ,_.._._'_C -'_- , _,'..... _ _ , " " ' :" ' - ' "' _ _
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TAqLE 6 (continued)
Specification System Ratlng_**
Subject H_adlng Rated
38iC0 I heed 200-3 U'i'C119500 23700
-----------T---'-----
Improved Prototype Parts _ 1 1
C
Evaluation of Corrective R
Action C
Prototype-Improved-Parts R _Evaluation Tests C ,
Improved-Part Approval R I
C I
Elapsed Time for Approval R I
C I
r
Teet Data Transmittal R 2 i 2 i
C _ 2 i 2
Standardized Document FOrms R 3 i 2
C _ 3 2
Application Data R ] I
C 1 I
Qualification Requirements R 2 I 6 3
C _ 3 1 2 2 _
Materials DeslEn and R I i i
Construction C I I
Part-Failure Rate Level R l i i
Qualification Inspection R 2 _ _ _ 4Requ rement C 3
Qualificatlon-Test Sample R ] i I i
Parts C I 1 1
Initial Failure Rate Tests _ 2 _
Qualification Test Data I i
Verification of Qualiflcatlon
Data
Qualification Maintenance and
Requallflcatlon'
Failure Rate Administration
Failure Rate Teot Records
Certification o_ Failure Rate
Level
Exemption of Data
Relnitiatlon of Data Accumula-
tion
¢
Oorreotion of Failure Rate
Level
* R = Rellability; O - Cost; T - Delivery Time. _ !-
** See Section 3.1 of text for ratin_ expla i'
- (continu_od) '
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'"ABLE 6 (continJed)
f
' _ted _ .........Specificatlon System Ratings**
Line SubJec_ Heading ' INumb r IPactor* _I_R- LOck- N_C- NASA/ MII,-S- MI_M-I
I.... 38100 iheed 200-3 D_C 19500 23700 •,
I45 _rtlfication to a Lower R IFailure Rate Level C 1
46 Homogeneity Requirements R 1 1
_7 Handling, Assembly, and Test R 1
Precautions C 1 1
48 Marking Requirements R 1 1 1 2 1 2
C 3 2 2 i 4 3 |
_9 D_e Code _ I l _ _ _ l
C I. i 1 1 1 1
50 Prefix C 1 1
51 Manufacturer' s-Identificablon R 1 1 1 1
C 1 1 1 1
52 Qualification _signating Code C 1 1
53 Country of Origin O 1 1
54 Terminal Identification C 1
55 Part Number C 1 _. 1 1 1 1
56 Polarity C 1
57 Military Designator and Reli- C 1 1
ability Indicator -
58 Value C 1
59 Tolerance C 1
60 Serialization C 1 1 1
61 Mlnlmum Marling C ' 1
_62 Parts and Materials, General R 2 ! 3 1 3 3
Requirement s "
_3 Fungus-Resista_t Materials R 1 1 1 1 1 1
O 1 1 1 1 1 1
6_ Solder R 1 1
C 1 1
65 Soldering Flux" R 1
C 1
66 Ten,halI_sula_o_ _
67 Sleeving Insulation R 1
C 1 :
6_ Physical Condition of Material_ R 1
C 1
70 Unacceptable Materlal_ R
_**_ee SeQti_ 3.1 of text for ratin_ explanation.
.................. ..... ..................... (co  In .d)
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TABLE _ (continued)
" T specification system Ratings**
Line Subject Heading i'Rated iNumb r Fac or* MIL-R- Lock- NPC- NASA/ MIL-S- MIL-M-
138100 heed 200-3 UTC 19500 23700
71 Dissimilar Metals R ! ?
C ]
72 _ Terminals and Leads I R 1 1 IC 1 1 I'
73 List of Materials R 1
C 1
74 Design and Const=n/ction, h 3 1 3 3 3 2
General Requirements C 1 3 1 " 1 2
75 Soldering 1 R 1
I C , 1
76 Terminals and Leads i R I 1
C I 1
77 Threads R ! 1
78 Standard Operating Voltagec _ i
O { i
79 Fault-Locatlon Test Points 11 J 1
C i 1
80 Workmanship R i 2 1 O 1 2 2
C ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 "
81 Witness of Inspection = R 1 1 1 1 = _
82 InspectiOn Conditions •R I 2 1 1 I' 1 _o
C 1 2 2 2 2 _!
83 Inspection Following Storage R 1 - 1 -1
C 2 1 1
84 Qualification TestinK, I R I J' i 6 2 3 5
T l I 2 2 2, i 1 _"
C I 2 6 4 5 3 .I :i
85 Acceptance Tee _Ing R ' 5 3 4 6 I 2
T 2 2 I 3 2 2
C 3 5 6 _ 1 2
R6 Early Shipment R 2 i I 2 3 ,
T ! 2 1 1 2 2
87 Disposal of Sample Devices R I i I i I
C ! I 2 2 1 1 "
]
88 Methods Of Exa_._Inatlon, R I i i I 1 i 1
Inspection, and Testln6 T i i 1 1 1 1 I
c ] I I I 1 I l
89 Environmental Testing R ! 5 I 4 _ 2 ; 3 I
c I 3 6 z I: 5
90 Preparation for Dellvery ! R i 1 1 2 1 1 [
,, ,! , ,,,, - ,, . " , i
R - Reliability; C = Cost; T - D_livery Time.
See Seotion 3.1 of text for rating explanation.
• }-
: /i 2
• , _- ,/ . _ 2 /
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The frillowing co_r_.entarydiscusses briefly the scope and
meaning of the specification provisions indicated bj the
subject headings of the rating chart. In addit:oa, where
appropriate, the advantages and disadvantages.are discussed
and the assigned rating is exp__alned.
The ntunbers to the left of the commentary are the llne |
numbers of the rating _......3 Table 6
I Stipulates the requirement for a reliability
assurance plan. .Detailed requirements for such --
a plan are given on lines 2 through 28. The
ratlngs assigned _o line 1 reflect a surmmary of
= the detailed requirements. The Lockheed and
' NASA/UTC documents reference M!L-R-27542, Relia-
q
_ bility Program Requirements for Aerospace Systems
Subsystems and Equipment, and the ratings assigned
to these two documents are based on compliance
with the referenced specification. Although
MIL-S-19500 and MIL-M-23700 specify a _ew of the
elemen£s of a reliability assurance plan, neither
document specifies a reliability assurance plan as
• L
such. The omission of a detailed reliability
assurance program makes questionable the use of "
these documents fo_ the procurement of high-
reliabilitydevices.
2 Specifies the maximum failure rate for which quali-
fication will be granted. In addition, the various
"-|_ fa__.re-rate levels for whic_ qualification may be
._ grantedare defined. This concept makes it possible
for a manufacturer to qualify at the lowest failure
-#
rate compatible with his capabilities and to recelve
|
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remuneration accordingly. Those spe(_Ificatlons
which provide for qualification only to a single
failure rate or reliability level generally do not
encourage a manufacturer to put forth his Lest
effort to build hlgh-reliabillty parts. Such
encouragement is considered vital to a procurement
speclflcationfor high-rellabillty devices.
B Specifies the general requirement for documentation
necessary for maintaining and administering the
reliability assurance plan. The detailed require-
ments for such documentation are given on lines 4
through ii. The ratings assigned to line 3 reflect
a summary of the detailed requlrementq.
_ Requires documentation delineating responsibility
and authority _of those personnel associated with
the reliability assurance program.
5 SpeclfieS _the establishment of a training program
involving all aspects of the production of devices
under the specification. The requirement includes
provisions for all documentation needed to conduct
such a training program, in addition to reports to
the qualifying activity describing the program.
The Lockheed and NASA/UTC documents reference
MIL-R-27542. The ratings assigned to these two
documents are based on the assumption that the refer-
enced specification, in its entirety, is a specific
requirement.
c
The prnvlsions for a comprehensive training program [
are considered vital to hlgh-rellability specifica-
tions.
4#
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6 Requires that doc'_mentation be provided to describe
all produc_lon processes and controls. The differ-
ences in assigned ratir_s are based on differences
noted in the exbent of documentation rcqulred.
7 Requires specifically that proprietary processes
and procedures be documented. The extent to which
this provision can be enforced is questionable =
since disclosure of such documentation to the pro-
curing activity Is not, and probably cannot be, a
requirement.
8 Requires the identification of all do¢_tments pertl-
_nent to production, procurement, and test processes.
The dlff_rences In assigned ratings are based cn
_ varlatlons in the numbe_ of document types speclfl- _
cally detalled for identification, and on the
extent to whlch identlflcatlon must be carrled. The
Lockheed and NASA/UTC documents reference MIL-R-27542.
The ratings asslgnedtothese two doc_nents are
based on the assump_iontnat the referenced specifi-
cation, In its entirety, is a specific requirement.
9 Specifies that the qualifying agency be informed
of persom_el designated to maintain control of
required documentation and that certain specific
, documentation be signed off by designated personnel.
.. i0 Requires that all documentation be available for
review.
II. Requires that yield Informatl6n, presented In ratio
form to protect proprietary Interests. be submitted
to the quallfyln3 activity. Such information is an
exceilenb indication of process control status.
45
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Though the exact yield is unknown, yield variations
_h_ conceptover a time period are made evident, m _
is considered vital to procurement specifications
for hlgh-reliabillty parts.
12 Stipulates the minimum facilities that must be pro-
vided, as well as certain specific conditions under
which facilities must be used. It may also require
documentation of production and test equipment.
IS Requires tha_the manufacturer instltutea quality
control system for operaticns that affect the pro-
duction of devices under the specification. The
actual requirements regarding quallty control vary
widely. The Lockheed and NASA/UTC documents
reference_MIL-Q-9858. Qua!Ity Control System require- _-
merits. MIL-R-38100 simply requires that the.manu-
• facturer institute "a quality control system".
i_. Requires that nonconforming parts, lots, and mate- •.
rlal used in the manufacturlngprocess be ldentlfied
and segregated from acceptable ltems.
15 Stipulates detailed requirements for test equipment
calibration. MIL-R-38100 references MIL-C-45662, .
Callbration System Requirements.
16 States the general requirement for a failure-
analysis and corrective-action plan. The assigned
rating reflects the detailed requirements (stated
on lines 17 through 26) for such.a plan. The incl_-
slon of such a plan is considered imperative for the
procurement of high-reliabillty devices. 0nly
through a detal]ed failure analysis program can
Am]preyed reliablllt_ be a_taine_. _he _ekheed
46 J
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and NASA/UTC documents reference MIL-R-27542. _ne
ratings assigned these two documents are based, in
part, or_ the assumption that the refe_-enced speci-
fication, in its entirety, is a specific require-
merit.
17 Stipulates the extent to which failures are
reported and the marker in which failure reports
are made. Since: such reporting provides the basis
for the evaluation of failures and subsequent part
improvement, this provi_ion is vital to procurement
specifications for high-reliability parts.
18 Stlpulates that the manufacturer will establish a
7
list of all known failure modes relevant to the
devices procured under the specification. Various
types of data related to failure modes are also
L
required.
19 Stipulates when failure analysis is required, as
well as the requirements for reporting the results
of such analysis.
20 States the minimum facilities and equipment a
manufacturer must possess for performing failure
, analysis. This requirement is advantageous in
that it helps define the extent of failure analysis
desired by the procuring activity. Such a provi-
_ sion reduces the possibility of minimal effort in
an area vital to device reliability;.
_I Requires the manufacturer to "recommend a course
of corrective action .for the ellmlna'tion of failure
modes "uncovered during the course of failure analy-
_. sis. The requirement is vital for improved relia--
billty, but IC must be carefully administered;
47
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Changes in the manufacturing process based on such
correctiveaction can conceivably introduce more
serious failure modesthan those they seek to ellml-
hate.
22 Specifies the conditions under which prototype parts
are to be fabricated. This provision is meant to
assure that established pro_Iction procedures will
not be affected until the prototype parts have been
evaluated.
i
23 Specifies the types of studies that shall be used
to evaluate the prototype parts to determine that
~ .
suggested corrective action is sufficient and
f
i
without deleterious side effects.
24 Requires the testln_ of the prototype parts as
part o£ the evaluation process.
25 _ Requires the submlssion of the results of the
studies andtests performed on the improved parts
to the qualifying activity. This provision enables
the qualifylng activity properly to administer and
control suggested corrective action resulting from
failure analysis.
26 Stipulates the maximum time required for approval
of suggested corrective action. Provision is made
for automatic approval after a specified time lapse.
27 Stipulates what test data are to be submitted, and
the frequency of submission.
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28 Stipulates the format to be used for submitted.data.
This provision is particularly important if data
are to be processed automatically, which is gener-
ally the case.
29 Requires the manufacturer to submit application
• data on the devices procured under the specifica-
tion. This provisiQn is highly desirable from a
rellability viewpoint: when px.operly administered
it could reduce the occurrence of field failures
attributable to device misapplication.
SO Summarizes the detailed requirements for qualifica-
tlon, which are contained on lines 31 through 36.
The ratings assigned to llne 30 reflect the ratings _
assigned to the detailed requirements. In certain
5
specification Systems, qualification approval may
require prlor establishment of a reliability
assurance plan and advance submission of applica-
tion data. The ratings assigned to this line
reflect thetotal requirements for qualification,L
, including testing.
31 Stipulates that the qualifying activity be informed
as to the nature of the materials and the design.
and construction criteria used onthe devices for
which qualification is sought.
$2 Applies only 4o specification systems that provide
for qualification to more than one failure rate.
The failure rate for which qualification is granted
may be chosen by the manufacturer or stipulated by
the procuring activity. In elthe_ case, this pro-
vision requires that the selected failure rate be
established by test prior to qualification approval.
49
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33 Stipulates the requirement for qualification
testing. The assigned rating is based on the
total requirements for qualification testing and it
reflects the ratings assigned to lines 34 through
36 and line 84.
34 Stipulates the general conditions under which a
sample for qualification testing may be selected•
35 Specifies the general conditions under which fail-
!
ure rate testing for qualification is to be per-
formed. The reliability ratings assigned arebased
primarily on data presented in Table 5. The cost
=
ratings are based primarily on the required number
of electrical measurements. All data are based on
_a failure rate level of approximately 1% per lO00 _
hours,
36 Requires the transmission of various qualification
test data to the qualifying activity. Thediffer-
ences in the assigned cost ratings are based on
., substantial differences in data requirements, which
result in gross variatlonsin the amount of data v
submitted _• f
37 Requires specific personnel _to be responsib].e for
the accuracy and completeness of qualification
test data.
38 Outlines the conditions under which qualification
will be withdrawn, and the procedures requi_ed for
o requallflcatlon. The difference in assigned
_atlngs is attributable to the variation in the [_
mo_i_Io_s under which qualification is wiShdrawn.
J
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39 Stipulates the general requirements for establishing
and maintaining qualification for various failure-
rate levels. This provision s meant to assure
that " _aaequ_e records are kept regardiug test data,
parts tested, etc.; it is particularly desirable
when dat_ accumulation plans are used to establish
qualification to lower failure-rate levels. The
ratings assignedto this line are based on the
ratings assigned to lines 40 through 43.
40 Stipulates the extent to which records will be
maintained for failure rate testing. In some
). specification systems, a particular format for
_ records i_ specified. When data accumulation
plans are used, the procedures for such plans are
stated in this provision. =
41 Stipulates the records and data that must be sub-
mitted periodically to the procuring activltF to
assure thata particular failure rate is being
maintained.
42 Requires the identification of questionable test
data. Sach data may result from faulty test equip-
c
ment or operator error.
43 Stipulates detailed data-recording requirements for
specification systems that allow data accumulation
for failure-rate dete_nination.
,o 44 Requires that the procuring activity be informed
if accumulated failure-rate test data indicate a
reappraisal of the assigned (qualified) failure-
rate-level.
51
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45 Specifies the procedures a manufacturer must follow
if he desires to qualify for a lower failure rate.
46 Stipulates that all materials, processes, and pro-
cedures used to construct qualification-sample
devices be the same as those normally used in the
course of production of procurement lots. In addi-
tion, it may be stipulated that all materials used
shall be of sufficient homogeneity to assure uniform
lots.
47 Requires that procedures be instituted to safeguard
the devleesadequately from abuse.during production
- and testing.
[, ..
48 Stipulates the required marking of devices. The
' ratings assigned reflect the requirements of lines
49 through 61.
_9-61 These provisions conqern the marking that may
appear on a device. Not all marking noted Is
mandatory. The extent of marking for a particular
device type is generally eontai1_ed in the item
specification. Line 61 indicates minimum marking
requirements for all devices procured under a
particula.r specification system.
A reliability rating was assigned to lines 49 and
-51 because the marking provisions indicated by
these lines enable part traceability from field use
back to devi_e production. Such _raceability is
desirable as an_aid to failure analysis.
'52 ._
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62 Specifies ti_e general requirements for parts and
materials used in the construction of devices
procured under the specification. The assigned
rs_ings are based on the ratings assigned to
l_nes 63 through 73, which contain specific
requirements.
63 Specifies that materials will be non-nutrlent to ,
fungus.
64 Stipulates the use of specific solders. In addi-
tion, lead material must be suitably treated to
facilitate soldering.
65 Stipulates the use of a specific soldering flux.
66 Stipulates the use of specific materials for
_terminal insulators.
z
. 67 Specifies that sleeving insulation be of the type
material that shall withstand the stipulated tem-
perature range. A statement describing the material
used must besubmltted prior to qualification.
68 Specifies that all materials used in device con-
struction shall not fall in various stipulated
ways when subjected to the environments! condl-
tlons called oat in the speclficati0n.
69 Requires that metals used in device construction
_be treated to resist _rrosiono
70 Requires tha_ various stipuiatedmat_ria_ _t _
_sed unless hermetically encased. Materials capable
of suppqrtl_g fungus or combustion shall not be
,, , used.
53
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71 Specifies that dissimilar metals shall be
protected against electrolytic corrosion.
72 Stipulates the use of specific material for termi-
nals and leads. This material shall not exh_b_.t
various specified characteristics when viewed
under magnification.
73 Specifies that a°complete list of all materials
used in device construction be submitted for
approval. !
74 Stipulates the general design and construction <
requirements. The ratings assigned to this line •
; partially reflect the ratings assigned to lines 75
through 79, which contain additional detailed
design and construction requirements. _
_ 75. Stipulates specific precautions that must be
observed during any soldering operation. Limited
criteria for appraising the adequacy of soldered
connections are stated. '
• 76 Specifies that terminals and leads be so _constructed
that their movement will not damage materials to
_ which they are attached. "
77 Specifies minimum thread engagement. Threaded
connections are to have some form of locking
device to prevent loosening during vibration. _
78 Stipulates that speclfledstandard operating supply
voltages be used. This requirement is generally _
applicable only to systems; in this case "it appliea
to a microelectronic circuit,
J
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79 Stipuiateo _,._v _e points be mace available on
the device. This requirement is not 2enerally
applicable to _iscrete devices.
80 Stlpulaces the _'_lo_.._--requirement for quality
workmanship. The _erence in ratings is related
2
to the deg_ee of detail specified.
81 Stipulate_ _"_nd_ themanufacturer allow _he quali-
fying Or procuring_activlty access to production _ o_
and test areas involving devices .procured under -
s : the spec _e" *_
- z_ica_on. The provision primarily concerns
[, testing, and it generally contains specla_ p_ovi-
,L
-: slons for the_proteetion of proprietiry interests] " :
_ 0 i"
_2 Stipulates specific-environmental test.conditiofis
:_ ' that must be maintained in the absence of a detailed
3
"-:- -environmentai requirement_ The provision is gener-
ally a definition of. room amb£ent.conditions, but
it may spezify certain restrictions regarding elec-
- tric po:_er, cyclic operation, and total operating
time. M_-_-R-38100 allows the manufacturer to per-
L
form - _ "a,oc_p_ance testing at prevailing conditions
of temperature and humidity if conditions are not
otherwise specified.
83 Stipulates that devices may remain in storage a
specified time before retesting is required. The
cost ratings assigned are based primarily on
length of storage time allowed prior to shipment
without retesting. Variatioas in"maximum storage
time before retesting is required"were held In_ig-
f'i"nl_ ._ant from the standpoint of reliability.
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84 Stipulates the _eo_ ....._. "...... _ e_ u.L_ea "&o attain
qua!ificatlor ;='o..... -_,_ a c__..t_cul_r end-use i-<._m. The
as_io..e_ ratings are rased on cua!lllcatic:, tests
required for a high-spcec silicon switchir_- ;ran-
slstor, excep_ in MIL-M-23700. In MZL-M-23700, - the
rating is based on qaaiification-test requirements
for a silicon semiconductor functional block. (See
Section 2.2.): F.ailure--rate levels of !_ per __u_.,O
hours were ass-_med in the evaluation of specifica-
tion.systems bhat.provide for qualification to
various fai!ure-rate levels. This is approximately
the same level of reliability as the level assured
._ by the qualification test requirements of the
remaining systems.
The assigned reliability ratings are based on an
: . appraisal of how effective the specified tests are
in assuring _"na_ a manufacturer possesses the
desired capabilities for production. Qu_llfication
testing in itself, of course, adds nothing tQ the
inherent re.Liability of the devices for which quali-
fication is granted.
85 Stipulates the _-=o_o_ requiren_ents for lot acceptance
of a particular end-use item. The assigned ratings
are based on acceptance test requirements for the
same type of devices described in line 84. (See
i Section 2.2.)
Reliability ra_._ are based on an appraisal of
how effective ti_e acceptance tests are in assuring
4a given level of qual_ty and reliability.
4
For analysis -purposes, testing requirements were
separated into, the three areas of (1) enviro1_ental
"_estin_," (2) o_)c___,__--__'_".haract-_-,.i_sticstesting, and
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(3) life _- . thre_,:_...._-" Each "_ _'_ "-". . o_. ,.,,.e,.,e ,:_areas was
as......_ -_ "_ ,_,_othel_in _.::portance. The
assigned _ _-_'_ "_o_ .... -a ..a are _ on the _o_a. scores shown
in Tsbie 5 '_:"e_'_ _" -..... o scores are based o:- n_ _xtent
_es__...,.r_required and the LTPD associated with each
test.
_ ..... ,_- _...... _._,.o,_ are based primarily on the
-" _ """ _es _ Pro-minimmm ni_.i l t_me required for life .
visions _o._ early shi2ment ;.:ere not-considered. It
is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to make
an appraisal of relative delivery time since the
factors of greatest influence are ofte'_ outside the
specifications. These factors include such items as
- _,st-equipment scheduling and administrative delays.
Cost ratings are based primarily on the number of
electrical measurements required to substantiate the
requisite operational characteristics and to provide
for the end-point checks on environmental testing.
A procurement lot of I000 units was assumed for the
computation of required electrical measurements.
7he assigned ratings indicate, on the basis of the
analysis techniques used, that those specifications
which produce the highest test cos_ are not neces-
sarily the most effective in assuring a given level
of qu_l_._y ana reliability.
The cverall test requirements of MiL-S-!9500 are
rated as the most effective and the least expensive.
The test requirements of the NASA/UTC document are
rated net only as the least effective but also as
aL_on_ _'_'_...... most expensive.
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iSpecifications _-_........_"'_ 100% ...... =. =__ accep_r_e screens
...... ly -"increase test c_ radical over costs .__ specifi-
cations that require lot s_pling.
The degree to which the specifi ....ce_lo1_s differ wi_h
regard to the cost and effectiveness of test require-
ments can be determined by reference to Tables 3
through 5.
86 Stipulates the conditions under which procurement
lots may be sh_pped before the completion of life
tests on a selected sample. The differences in the
assigned reliability ratings are based on the degree
of Control exercised over early-shipment provisions
in each of the specifications. The delivery-tlme
ratings are based_solely on minimum test time
-required before shipment is possible. "
4
87 Stipulates the disposition of sample devices that
have undergone the various tests required by t_e
specification. Except for devices subjected to
destructive tests or devices that fail, this pro-
vision statesthat the devices are to be shipped as
part of the purchased lot or are to be retained by
the manufacturer. From the viewpoint of reliability
assurance, there appears to be no material" advantage
in having these devices retained. The cost ratings
are based on whether or not the manufacturer must
retain devices that have not been subjected to
destructive tests or that have not failed.
88 Stipulates the conditions and methods to be used
when parts procured under the specification are being
tested. Such p_.ovisions depend on the generic part
type and, _n somo cases_ ,on the indiv_du_l part _e
5S
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under consldar_:_ion. The gene_'ic pa:_';type considered
in this _ - _"pro/_io_, is the semicor, duc_o: _ _roup All of
the specifications u_der discussion re:'e-_ to
MiL-STD-_SG, Test Methods for Semicondu._t,zrs.
89 Stipulates the envi_o_menta! tests to be performed
on devices procured under the specification. A
composite lis_ of _he envirormlental test require-
ments of _
_e s:x specifications under conside_ation
is shown in Table 4 (lines _ through 26') for a
specific part type. The assigned reliability ratings
are based on the environmental-tests-for-acceptance
scores shown in Table 5. The cost ratings are based -.
on the number of envirormlental tests required for
acceptance.
90 Stipulates requirements for the preservation and
packaging of devices fo_ storage or shipment. In
addition, this paragrap]_ contains applicable requ£re-
ments for the marking of containers and packaging.
Special conditions under which packaging is to be
accomplished may also be included.
The assigned ratings are based on the degree Of
detall specified.
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APPE_@D!X
FLOW CHARTS FOR QUALIFICATION
AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING
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